
Minutes of Central Executive Meeting on 14.10.2013 

Agenda : Transfer Policy and other matters 

House discussed the draft points and suggestions sent by Office bearers and Members compiled by Sh. 

Gejendra Sharma VP(AIR), Sh. Paritosh Kaushik, Treasurer and Sh. L.R.Gupta, VP(NZ). After detailed 

deliberations house opined to stick to suggestions which will not cause any interference in Existing 

Transfer Policy since Transfer Policy is an integral part of our Service Conditions. Any change in our 

service conditions has inherent risks about our status of Govt. Employees. 

It was resolved to stick to same stand and President will forward these suggestions to Zonal VPs, giving 

them two days time for conveying their opinion. The stand of Association will be conveyed to Prasar 

Bharati immediately after two days. 

Other matters : 

Cyclone effected Areas : 

President informed house about his communication to Authorities about safety and security of Staff 

working in cyclone effected Areas of Odisha and Andhra Pradesh. House applauded the quick and 

prompt response by Authorities like our respected CEO, Member(P). E.in.C. 

House also conveyed its gratitude for issuing order about clearing all doubts about MACP. 

Communication through Mail etc. 

House discussed the issue of communication through mail. It is observed that in recent times mails are 

being sent to all CWC Members even on the issues related to an individual like President, Gen.Secy.  

House also opined that it is causing a bad effect of image on the organization and confusion among 

Members. After discussion house passed following Resolution  

Any communication on any issue will be addressed to the person with whom it is concerned , not to all. 

If even after that anyone feel that issue raised by him is not properly addressed,  it will be raised on 

appropriate forum like Central Executive, Central Council, CWC, Gen.Body. (National Convention) etc. 

Violation of the above said resolution will be treated as an effort to spoil image of the organization and 

may attract further action. 

 Meeting ended with Vote of thanks to the Chair. 
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